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American Indian Land Rights, Rich 
Indian Racism, and Newspaper 
Coverage in New York State,  
1988–2008

Anne F. Boxberger Flaherty

In October 1999, presidential candidate George Bush campaigned in central 
New York and was asked his position on American Indian land claims, a 

controversial local issue. The local newspaper, the Syracuse Post-Standard, 
reported that “while admitting he knew little about Indian land claims in New 
York, Bush had this to say during a campaign stop Monday in Syracuse: “‘My 
view is that state law reigns supreme when it comes to the Indians, whether it 
be gambling or any other issue.’”1

Bush’s statement touches on several areas of concern and contention related 
to American Indian politics. He supports the misperception that American 
Indian governments are subject to all state laws, rather than being sovereign 
nations that have a primary relationship with the federal government. Bush 
speaks of “the Indians” as a unit, rather than recognizing the sovereignty and 
independence of the many Indian nations in the country. And finally, although 
Bush was asked about land claims, his answer instead refers specifically to 
gambling. Since the passage of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) in 
1988, there has been growing attention to American Indian gaming by politi-
cians and media outlets.

Anne F. Boxberger Flaherty is an assistant professor of political science at Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville, where she teaches American and comparative politics. Dr. Flaherty’s 
research focuses on indigenous peoples’ land rights, American Indian politics, and American 
Indian gaming.
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A popular fascination with American Indian gaming may have important 
consequences for the way that all American Indian nations’ political goals are 
understood and evaluated.2 This is particularly true as many Americans have 
little background knowledge of American Indian history or rights to sover-
eignty.3 One way to understand the effects of the focus on gaming is through 
the lens of “rich Indian racism,” a term introduced by Katherine Spilde. The 
“rich Indian” stereotype is based on a strong public association of American 
Indians with gaming. Central to rich Indian racism is the popular perception 
that all Indians are rich in the wake of gaming. Spilde argues that this image of 
Indians as wealthy calls “into question the economic need of American Indian 
governments,” because they are now viewed as too rich to deserve their feder-
ally promised resources.4 The rich Indian image ties to the idea that “Indian 
nations do not deserve sovereign rights because they are not really Indian 
anymore.”5 The perception behind this is that “real” Indians are poor Indians, 
and they only deserve “special” services from the government when they are 
poor. This is a gross misunderstanding of identity, tribal sovereignty, and 
federal responsibility.

The trust relationship between the federal government and American 
Indian nations involves “federal responsibility to protect or enhance tribal 
assets” through its policies.6 As part of this relationship, the federal govern-
ment holds formal title to reservation and other land promised in treaties and 
agreements on behalf of American Indian nations. This relationship is a legal 
one, created through the agreements and actions of the governments involved. 
Rich Indian racist perspectives ignore the fact that the trust relationship is in 
no way based on the financial situation of the tribes.

The power of the rich Indian stereotype and the sorts of political decisions 
that it justifies may have significant consequences for American Indian nations. 
As Jeff Corntassel and Richard C. Witmer write:

Policymakers invoking rich Indian racist attitudes contend that indigenous peoples 
do not need what they used to. According to this logic, gaming has magically 
provided indigenous nations with a surplus of economic wealth, which should be 
heavily regulated and taxed by state governments. It follows from this reasoning 
that treaty-based rights, such as hunting and fishing, and homeland claims are no 
longer considered necessary for the survival of these entrepreneurial indigenous 
nations.7

Rich Indian racism is argued to be “created and propagated by governmental and 
media entities.”8 In Forced Federalism Corntassel and Witmer offer an excellent 
study of how rich Indian racism operates in the changing dynamics between 
states, local governments, and American Indian nations. While the trust rela-
tionship was established as a federal relationship, political decisions over time 
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have brought tribes into increased contact with state and local governments. 
This has changed perceptions among the public and policymakers about how 
American Indian nations should be connected to state governments.

In the course of their work, Corntassel and Witmer cite a public opinion 
study in 2000 from Indian Country Today. Of 450 community leaders who 
responded, 76 percent claimed that there is a “growing anti-Indian sentiment 
in the country,” with 45 percent of respondents agreeing that media stereotypes 
were at the root of this negative sentiment.9 For most Americans, with little 
background knowledge and without personal contact with tribal members or 
governments, the mainstream news media play a primary role in disseminating 
information about American Indian nations.10 As Ronald Smith writes, “The 
media, while not necessarily telling their audiences what to think, can be quite 
successful in telling them what to think about.”11

Media coverage of American Indian nations that continually refers to 
gaming, regardless of the initial issue proposed or discussed, reinforces the 
public and political concept that gaming is the central and appropriate frame 
for understanding all American Indian nations’ political concerns. This article 
further develops the hypothesis of rich Indian racism through an analysis of 
media coverage of American Indian land claims. The theory of rich Indian 
racism claims that gaming has become the central frame for media portrayals 
of American Indian politics. If this is true, media coverage on land claims will 
be increasingly tied to gaming and may also portray American Indians and 
American Indian nations as wealthy and their claims to sovereign rights as 
unfair or unnecessary.

This work tests these hypotheses with a multi-method analysis of news-
paper coverage on American Indian land claims, both nationally and in central 
New York, between 1988 and 2008. The data show that the media do indeed 
focus on gaming, even in coverage on land claims. Further, there is a frequent 
use of language that invokes negative stereotypes of American Indian nations 
and their claims to sovereign rights.

race and rich indian racism

The use of the terms race and racism in regard to American Indian identity 
is challenging. The very idea of race is contested; as a socially constructed 
and heavily politicized marker of identity, race is a powerful, if biologically 
mistaken, idea. The distinct experiences of American Indian nations through 
colonization and the expansion of the American state are different than those 
of other racial and ethnic minorities in the United States.12 As Wilkins asserts 
so strongly, American Indian tribes are nations, not minorities.13 American 
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Indian nations’ sovereignty, political experience, relationship with the federal 
government, and goals all set them apart from other minority groups in the 
United States.

American Indian nations are distinct political entities, with their own 
historical, political, and cultural identities. The political sovereignty of 
American Indian nations predates the United States and any colonial settle-
ment. Sovereignty is “the ability to govern oneself, exercising national power in 
the interest of the nation and its peoples” and jurisdiction over land is central 
to this.14 Early political decisions and documents such as treaty arrange-
ments between the British (and later Americans) and American Indians, the 
Constitution, and eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century laws in the United 
States recognized the legal status of American Indian nations.

Despite these laws and treaty arrangements, the United States sought to 
suppress the rights of American Indian nations to self-government in the nine-
teenth century. Widespread perceptions of a single “race” of American Indians 
were incorporated into national policies that sought to deal with all American 
Indian nations similarly. These broad policy shifts focused on the dissolution 
of American Indian nations’ control over territory. One particularly damaging 
law, the General Allotment Act (or Dawes Act) of 1887 broke up communally 
held reservations into individually owned parcels of land to create individual 
farms.15 This had the dual effects of freeing up “surplus” land for both outside 
interests and the states and reducing the services that the federal government 
offered. When the Allotment period ended in 1934 over ninety million acres 
of American Indian land had been lost.16

As Harmon notes of the Allotment era in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, “many Americans . . . conceived of race as a biological 
category that entailed character traits, including economic tendencies and abili-
ties.”17 Even today, federal treatment continues to portray American Indians 
as a distinct racial “other,” such as in the census, which continues to count 
“American Indian” as a specific race.18 This contributes to the dominant belief 
that what is true for one American Indian is true for all. The idea of American 
Indians as a race is historically, politically, and biologically inaccurate, but 
it is also a powerful and pervasive reality.19 This persistent categorization 
of American Indians as a race throughout American history has contrib-
uted to racism that has been used to justify targeted policies toward and 
support beliefs about American Indians for much of their experience within 
the United States.

Popular media coverage has the potential to contribute to the phenom-
enon of rich Indian racism in several ways. First, coverage can often convey 
the idea that American Indians are a homogenous group, reinforcing the 
concept of race and downplaying the reality of separate sovereign nations. 
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Second, a focus on gaming as a topic and the inclusion of references to gaming 
even when other aspects of politics or economies are discussed supports the 
notion that gaming is always the appropriate frame for discussing American 
Indian politics. Further, the way that nations, individuals, or political activi-
ties are characterized and described has effects, as this may inform and color 
what nonindigenous people and politicians understand about American 
Indian nations.

american indian gaming

The issue of American Indian gaming has been a relatively recent phenomenon. 
As part of a push to reassert their sovereign rights and to seek economic devel-
opment, a handful of American Indian nations across the country began to 
explore high-stakes bingo in the 1970s.20 The development and eventual legal 
acceptance of American Indian gaming was influenced by legal disputes that 
erupted in Florida and California. In both cases the federal courts supported 
the rights of American Indian nations to operate gaming facilities on tribal 
property outside of the regulation of state authorities.21 The 1988 Indian 
Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) formally codified tribal gaming, created a 
National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) to provide oversight, and laid 
out the roles of the federal and state governments.22 By 2008, 223 American 
Indian nations (about 40 percent of the total) in twenty-eight states operated 
over 400 gaming facilities that range from small-scale bingo operations in rural 
areas to vast Las Vegas-style casinos.

There have been economic benefits from gaming, although the benefits 
have been unevenly distributed among American Indian nations. American 
Indian gaming operations produced revenue of approximately twenty-six 
billion dollars in 2008, created hundreds of thousands of jobs, and helped to 
support a variety of programs.23 The bulk of the revenue from American Indian 
gaming facilities came from a select few casinos: out of 405 gaming operations, 
only twenty earned more than $250 million each in 2008. Although they 
represent only 5.7 percent of all American Indian gaming operations, these 
facilities earned more than 40 percent of the total revenues. Over half (217) of 
American Indian gaming enterprises earned less than $25 million each, with 
their combined profits accounting for only 7.1 percent of total revenues.24

Public attention often centers on the top-earning casinos, although the vast 
majority of American Indian gaming enterprises are far more humble. This is 
exacerbated by the public misperception that all American Indians are a single 
political entity, rather than distinct nations. And, of course, this characteriza-
tion ignores the fact that 60 percent of American Indian nations do not have 
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gaming facilities at all. Further, poverty remains a problem for most American 
Indian populations. In 2000, on-reservation per capita income was still an 
alarming one-third of the US average. Gaming areas did have a slightly higher 
average per capita income, but it remained a mere 45 percent of the average 
American in 2000.25 Still, as Patty Loew writes:

Indian casinos have inspired a new stereotype: the Rich Indian. Many mainstream 
Americans believe that all Indian nations have prospered because of gaming, when 
in reality just one-third of Indian tribes host high stakes gambling and only a 
handful make what can be described as serious money from it.26

Another dangerous underlying belief is that gaming revenues for American 
Indian gaming corporations are somehow undeserved—that the business 
owners themselves have somehow “won the lottery,” rather than being legiti-
mate entrepreneurs. Harmon, for example, discusses the public willingness to 
disparage Osage oil wealth or the Mashantucket Pequots’ gaming success as 
“unearned” and therefore illegitimate. 27 A further complication is the public 
belief that gaming has fundamentally changed the entirety of the Indian way of 
life and culture, rather than being understood as a business venture only.28 The 
effects of rich Indian racist beliefs can be seen in the argument that American 
Indian nations are acting in “un-Indian” ways when they operate successful 
gaming enterprises, and therefore are not “real” Indians. In this vein of thought, 
gaming and wealth have somehow invalidated the requirement for sovereign 
recognition. According to this perspective, if American Indian nations are rich 
(because real Indians are poor), they no longer need or deserve group specific 
rights or federal supports.29

national newspaper coverage

This work offers an analysis of newspaper coverage of American Indian land 
claims to test if gaming has become a central frame for all media reporting on 
American Indian issues. Land rights have been an ongoing concern for nearly 
all American Indian nations. Control over territory is key to sovereignty and 
many tribes have sought claims to assert control over land. These claims are 
particularly contentious, as they often advocate the transfer of land from public 
or private ownership into the control of American Indian nations. Land claims, 
therefore, have been salient both over time and across the country, and have 
had more consistent media attention than many other claims.

The premise of the theory of rich Indian racism is that gaming pervades 
portrayals of all American Indian claims; if this is the case, gaming will certainly 
shape media coverage on land claims. To test this, an original dataset was 
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created from newspaper coverage on American Indian land claims. Data was 
gathered from available “US Newspaper and Wire Reports” on the LexisNexis 
Academic search engine in the spring of 2010. The national sample of articles 
was searched with the terms “Indian” and “land claim,” “Indian land claim,” and 
“Indian gaming,” and the articles returned through those searches were initially 
compiled and counted on an annual basis ranging from January 1 to December 
31 each year between 1970 and 2008.30 The national sample provides a basic 
quantitative overview of newspaper articles with language on land claims and 
how this coverage overlaps with content on gaming (see endnote for a discus-
sion of the choice of search terms).31 A qualitative content analysis explores the 
way that land claims, American Indian nations, and individuals were portrayed 
in local media coverage in New York and is presented in a second analysis and 
discussion below.

National Overview
The broad quantitative analysis offers an overview of the volume of nationwide 
newspaper coverage referencing American Indian gaming. Figure 1 shows the 
volume of nationwide newspaper and wire reporting between 1970 and 2008, 
based on the three key word searches identified above.

There is an expected and rapid increase in coverage on Indian gaming 
throughout the early 1990s. This is not a surprise; the coverage on gaming 
corresponds to the early effects of IGRA in 1988. While it took a few years for 
federal regulations to be fully institutionalized, by the early 1990s a number 
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of American Indian nations interested in gaming operations were beginning 
to negotiate with states across the country. Coverage of gaming spikes again 
around 2003 and 2004 before falling.

There is a much lower volume of coverage on land claims. The number 
of articles that refer to land claims remains lower throughout the period, 
although it does rise in the late 1990s and again in the mid 2000s. This 
national increase in the 2000s may be related to the escalation of legal action 
in the Oneida Indian Nation’s claims in New York. In September of 2000 the 
Oneida Nation threatened to involve 20,000 landowners in their suit, causing 
an escalation of tension and a surge of media coverage.32 As will be seen in 
the local analysis, the volume of newspaper coverage from central New York is 
proportionally very high in the national sample.

The data presented in figure 1 begin to show support for the idea that 
the mainstream media are increasingly giving attention to American Indian 
gaming. This is particularly striking, as the volume of coverage is so much 
higher than the coverage on land claims. If the public and politicians gather 
their understanding and perceptions of American Indian nations and politics 
from what the media present, this level of coverage certainly promotes gaming 
as the most salient issue.

The national quantitative data is further analyzed to reveal cross-coverage. 
To determine whether the media also connects gaming coverage to land claims, 
we begin with the counter claim: is all coverage of gaming being related to land 
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claims? To test this, all articles on “Indian gaming” were also searched for the 
term “land claim.” The results are displayed below in figure 2, indicating both 
the raw volume of articles with both terms and the percentage of all articles on 
Indian gaming that also contain references to land claims.

Throughout the time period 1988–2008, the percentage of articles with 
content on Indian gaming that also mention land claims is very low, ranging 
from zero to a peak of 6 percent in 2005. In many years the percentage is 
near zero and the number of articles is extremely low. The media’s coverage 
in stories that mention Indian gaming also infrequently conveys information 
about land claims. Indian gaming is not generally presented in the context of 
land claims.

There are very different results when the articles that were returned in a 
search on “Indian land claim” are inspected to see whether or not they also 
mention gaming. The articles initially returned were searched for the term 
“Indian gaming.”

Figure 3 presents the data on the percentage of stories on Indian land 
claims that include language on gaming. The percentages are fairly low at 
the beginning of the data series, with well under 10 percent of the articles. 
After 1992 (when Indian gaming enterprises began increasing in number) the 
percentage rises, jumping to peaks of 40 percent in 1994 and about 70 percent 
in 2005. After 1992 the percentage always remains at or above 20 percent, and 
after 2002 the percentage remains at or above about 40 percent. It is clear that, 
in coverage on land claims, gaming is regularly invoked as part of the discus-
sion. These numbers are a cause of concern because this frequent association 
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may lead to public conclusions that land claims, regardless of basis or intent, 
are frequently or even necessarily related to gaming operations. We obviously 
expect to see an increase after the full implementation of IGRA—after all, 
why would early reports on land claims mention gaming when it was not a 
widespread possibility?—but the size of the increase and the extent of the 
language referring to gaming, particularly in the 2000s, is striking.

The national analysis supports the idea that the media uses gaming to offer 
context in coverage on land claims. The quantitative analysis does not reveal 
the intent of the cross-coverage or how American Indian nations, individuals, 
or their claims are portrayed. The use of search terms to identify stories “on” 
a specific topic may also be insufficient to understand what these newspaper 
stories are actually covering. Even with these limitations, the analysis does 
show a trend in media coverage on Indian land claims to incorporate language 
on gaming. The theory of rich Indian racism argues that gaming is becoming 
the way that all other aspects of American Indian politics are understood; the 
data presented in this section support this allegation.

The next section of work offers insights into how gaming and land claims 
are covered by the popular media through an in-depth look at central New 
York. A qualitative content analysis of land claims coverage in the Syracuse 
Post-Standard offers a deeper understanding of the negative and positive 
language used to describe land claims and the nations that are pursuing them. 
This coverage in turn serves to inform the general public in central New York 
about American Indian nations and claims.

dynamics oF a conFlict: mainstream media, american 
indian claims and gaming in central new york,  
1988–2008

Conflict over American Indian rights in the central New York region has 
persisted since the Revolutionary War. Centuries later, American Indian 
nations in the region continue to pursue their sovereign rights and engage 
in political conflicts with the state and federal authorities. At the same time, 
the majority (non-American Indian) population continues to express a lack 
of knowledge about the nations’ histories, rights, and claims.33 The political 
saliency of American Indian rights in central New York offers the opportunity 
to study the question of media coverage and how attention to gaming may 
influence the coverage of other claims.

While attention to American Indian gaming in central New York is rela-
tively recent, starting in the 1970s, the conflict over land rights has been an 
issue since the birth of the country.34 The region is the historical home of 
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the Haudenosaunee, a league of six tribes (the Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, 
Onondaga, Seneca, and Tuscarora). The Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, 
and Seneca nations have all sought land claims. The Mohawk, Oneida, and 
Seneca currently operate gaming facilities. The Cayuga and Oneida have both 
pursued gaming and land rights. The Oneida and Cayuga claims have also 
been complicated by the claims made by out-of-state tribes with historic 
ties to New York State. The Onondaga Nation recently initiated a very large 
land claim, and its leaders have publicly stated that they are not interested in 
gaming. These contrasts and the persistence of media attention to American 
Indian rights in this region offer an interesting opportunity for a content 
analysis of newspaper coverage.

Resource Rights and Rich Indian Racism
The 1970s and 1980s brought legal and political shifts at a federal level that 
encouraged American Indian sovereignty and economic independence across 
the country. Gaming was one aspect, but other sovereign rights were also 
being reasserted. Judicial decisions were central to the recognition of American 
Indian nations’ rights to treaty-promised land and resources. Conflicts that 
erupted in Washington, Wisconsin, and Minnesota over fishing rights, for 
example, were ultimately resolved in the courts.35 Similar debates about 
American Indian nations’ rights to natural resources around the United States 
drew public and political attention to the question of rights specific to iden-
tity-based groups. Opponents to American Indian sovereignty questioned the 
legitimacy of group-based rights and the authenticity of tribal identities, and 
attacked those who exercised their rights in seemingly “untraditional ways” 
(such as using motor boats or modern equipment for fishing). Many of these 
criticisms were reiterated in opposition to other claims for the exercise of 
sovereign rights, particularly claims to territory.

The question of whether or not Indian nations can be “rich” is brought up in 
the Supreme Court’s review of the Washington fishing rights case. In 1979 the 
Supreme Court upheld the state court justice’s decision, but offered additional 
comments that altered the strength of the original decision. The Supreme 
Court argued that the Native nations’ 50 percent share of the catch that 
was originally set by Justice Boldt was an upper limit that could be reduced 
as long as the tribes involved could make a “moderate living,” although this 
was not defined or given precise standards. The Supreme Court opinion also 
seemed “to assume that tribal fishing will have a cooperative and redistributive 
character i.e. that the welfare of the individual tribal members will be tied to 
the welfare of the tribe.”36 In this argument, political perceptions of authentic 
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Indian identity remained focused on defining a particular economic image: one 
that did not include economic wealth.

As American Indian nations began to win legal claims against the govern-
ment, gain control of valuable resources, or engage in successful economic 
activities, the recognition of their additional rights came under scrutiny for 
being “unnecessary.” According to the theory of rich Indian racism, there is a 
conception that “real” Indians are poor victims, and therefore economic gains 
or displays of political or economic strengths diminish the federal reasons for 
enforcing or supporting their sovereign rights. The false concept of a causal 
relationship between poverty and American Indian rights is in stark contrast 
to the nature of these rights as inherent aspects of sovereignty, but it has been 
powerful. Senator Slade Gorton of Washington, one infamous opponent of 
indigenous rights, repeatedly called for the need to cut any federal funding for 
nations that were economically successful—regardless of the nature or origin 
of the financial relationship.37

Land Rights
American Indian nations’ pursuit of rights has frequently centered on the 
pursuit of control over historical territories.38 As activism and the push for the 
federal recognition of sovereign rights grew, in the 1970s and 1980s several 
American Indian nations in the northeast began to file lawsuits related to 
land claims. The Oneida Indian Nation of New York has been one of the 
most active in attempting to reclaim control over territory. The Oneida Indian 
Nation had managed to retain a reservation of thirty-two acres in New York 
while continuing to protest the ongoing loss of the remainder of their treaty-
promised land. The nation did file a claim with the Indian Claims Commission, 
created by the national government to resolve American Indian claims, but 
later rescinded their complaint for fear of being forced to accept monetary 
compensation without actual territory.39

In 1970 the Oneida Indian Nation filed a test case in federal court alleging 
that New York State had violated the Trade and Intercourse Acts by allowing 
Oneida land to be disbursed without federal approval. The 1974 Supreme 
Court decision found that the Trade and Intercourse Acts were applicable to 
the Indian nations in the original thirteen colonies and supported their right 
to sue the state under federal law.40 Bolstered by this ruling, as well as by 
legal decisions supporting American Indian land rights in Maine, the Oneida 
Indian Nation filed a second suit for the restoration of more than 250,000 
acres of land in central New York in 1974. The Supreme Court again ruled 
in support of the Oneida Indian Nation’s standing to sue over land rights in 
1985, further supporting and encouraging land claims. Several other American 
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Indian nations in the original thirteen colonies also began to file lawsuits over 
land. In New York, following the Oneida Indian Nation’s initial legal success 
in 1974 the four other Haudenosaunee members with unextinguished claims 
filed land claims against the state.41

New York State
In central New York, the restoration of land was a central concern. The Oneida 
Indian Nation filed several claims, with the two strongest being the 1974 claim 
for 250,000 acres of land and a 1978 claim for five million acres.42 The Cayuga 
Nation began legal proceedings for 64,000 acres in 1978.43 The Mohawk 
Nation Council of Chiefs (the traditional tribal government) initially filed a 
suit for 14,000 acres, and was later joined by the elected tribal governments 
(the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne) to 
pursue a joint claim.44 In 1993 the Seneca Nation of Indians brought suits for 
two plots of land, fifty-one acres and 1,900 acres.45 The Onondaga Nation’s 
formal suit for about 4,000 acres came much later, in 2005.46 Litigation and 
court appeals in the state have been virtually ongoing. At points, both the 
Cayuga and Oneida land suits were altered to include private landowners as 
well as state and county governments. The state and federal government were 
pitted against each other, with legal decisions pushing the federal Department 
of Justice to support the American Indian claims.

After 2005 the legal position of land claims in New York and the eastern 
seaboard changed dramatically. The Oneida Indian Nation was again in the 
Supreme Court because of its attempts to reestablish trust land on former 
territory that it had purchased. In large part the financial resources for the 
Oneida Indian Nation’s land purchases came from gaming revenues. The 
Supreme Court decision in City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation argued 
that the Oneida Indian Nation had “waited too long to try to reclaim its 
sovereignty and that to grant that sovereignty now would be too disruptive to 
non-Indian landowners.”47 The same argument was then used in the second 
circuit court of appeals, which dismissed the lower court’s ruling in support 
of the Cayuga Nation’s land claim (the 2001 decision had included a $248 
million settlement).

Both decisions were interpreted by New York state and federal officials 
to mean that the passage of time invalidated all American Indian land claims 
in the state. Several nations have since reasserted their claims with modified 
arguments. In 2010 an appeals court rejected the Oneida Indian Nation’s 
claim for both land restoration and the right to compensation.48 In 2011 the 
Supreme Court refused to reconsider the Oneida Indian Nation’s new case, as 
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it had with the Cayuga Nation’s appeal of the 2005 decision, effectively halting 
the trajectory of land claims in New York.

Gaming began to develop as a political and economic goal for American 
Indian nations in New York in the 1970s. The Oneida Indian Nation and 
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe had both experimented with bingo in the 1970s at 
the same time as it was being tried in California and Florida. This was not 
an easy experiment; tensions over gaming exacerbated conflicts within the 
nations and in both cases resulted in deep political rifts, property damage, and 
even violence into the 1980s and 1990s.49 After IGRA passed in 1988, the 
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe continued bingo operations (they now operate two 
facilities, the Mohawk Bingo Palace and Akwesasne Mohawk Casino).50 The 
Oneida Indian Nation’s Turning Stone Resort and Casino opened in 1993 
and is still in operation. The Seneca Nation of Indians now has an extensive 
gaming enterprise that includes the Seneca Niagara Casino in Niagara Falls, 
the Seneca Allegany Casino, and the Seneca Buffalo Casino in Buffalo. The 
Cayuga Nation has engaged in discussions over gaming, but do not have a 
facility. The Onondaga Nation’s leaders have repeatedly stressed that they are 
not interested in operating gaming facilities.

In the early 2000s, the idea that there was a set number of gaming compacts 
for the state and that Native nations could “exchange” their land claims for the 
rights to operate gaming facilities became widespread and publicized in the 
media.51 This understanding increased the political conflict over resolving 
claims and solidified the public idea of a connection between land claims and 
gaming rights.

local newspaper coverage analysis

The national analysis revealed that newspaper coverage of land claims often 
includes language on gaming. This supports the conclusion that American 
Indian issues may be increasingly connected to gaming in the public eye, 
regardless of the appropriateness of this connection. This second stage of work 
incorporates a qualitative content analysis to explore the theory of rich Indian 
racism further.

The national sample was drawn from the available news and wire reports 
published on the LexisNexis Academic database using search terms related to 
American Indian land claims. For the quantitative analysis, the search results 
for “Indian land claim” were then limited to sources from New York State 
between 1988 and 2008.52 These were heavily dominated by coverage from the 
Syracuse Post-Standard, with few articles from other sources. In fact, the other 
sources had so few results that to compare them would have been statistically 
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challenging; therefore, only the 1,390 articles that the search produced from 
the Syracuse Post-Standard were chosen for qualitative analysis. The selection of 
only one newspaper limits some of the broader conclusions that can be made 
in interpreting the data, but also allows for greater consistency and clarity in 
the work, as potential variables such as editorial policies and regional prefer-
ences are held constant.

The Syracuse Post-Standard is the major newspaper for the greater Syracuse 
region, which is the largest metropolitan region in central New York State. In 
2001 the alternate local newspaper, the Herald-Journal, folded, leaving the Post-
Standard as the only major newspaper serving the area. The paper is owned 
by Advance Publications, which also publishes several other newspapers.53 A 
study done by students and professors in the Communications Department 
at Buffalo State College on the collection of state cigarette taxes on Indian 
reservations found that of the New York newspapers studied (in Albany, 
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, and Watertown), only the Watertown paper had 
a stance that leaned pro-Indian. The other papers, including the Syracuse Post-
Standard, “more consistently adopted a pro-state, anti-Indian perspective on 
the taxation issue.”54 In research on newspaper coverage of the City of Sherrill 
v. Oneida Indian Nation lawsuit that examined the Syracuse Post-Standard and
a nearby paper in Utica, Tom Wanamaker concludes that “The language that
they use, the sources that they consult, and the way in which they construct
their stories can frame Indian-related news . . . in ways that promote public
misperception.”55 There is some effort to present an alternative voice: opinions
are occasionally published from those representing Indian nations or Indian
voices, such as Douglas George-Kanentiio and Joanne Shenandoah.

There are several reasons for beginning the local analysis in 1988. There is 
relatively limited national and local newspaper coverage on land claims prior to 
1988, and therefore very little data to analyze. Further, the first full year that 
LexisNexis Academic had access to digitized articles from the Syracuse Post-
Standard was 1987. The development of rich Indian racism is alleged to have 
followed the national institutionalization of American Indian gaming with the 
1988 passage of IGRA. If this is the case, after the passage of the act there 
should be an increasing use of language that invokes rich Indian racism. As 
the government mechanics of implementing IGRA were not fully operational 
until the early 1990s, even the coverage in the late 1980s is sparse. Ideally, the 
research would offer an analysis of coverage before 1988 to contrast to the 
post-IGRA coverage; realistically, there is not enough volume for a compre-
hensive pre-1988 analysis.

Figure 4 compares the volume of the Syracuse Post-Standard sample with 
the national sample.
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The results are certainly consistent in scale over time. When the percentage 
of articles for the search “Indian land claim” are modified for those that also 
refer to gaming, again the results for the national sample and the sample from 
the Syracuse Post-Standard are very similar (see fig. 5).
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Figure 4. Newspaper coverage of Indian land claims: number of articles by year and source.
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Figure 5. Percentage of articles on Indian land claims that also refer to gaming by source and year.
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To ensure that each article identified in the Syracuse Post-Standard sample 
did have coverage of American Indian land claims, all were initially reviewed 
by the principal investigator. The sample of 1,390 separate news items included 
1,280 articles, announcements, and other pieces, and 110 editorial opinions or 
letters to the editor. Certainly, one might argue that editorials and articles 
are not received or read the same way by consumers. However, the goal of 
this research is to offer an overview of all newspaper coverage to determine 
broadly whether it supports the theory of rich Indian racism, and therefore all 
sources have been analyzed and presented as one unit. Notably, if the editorial 
page pieces are taken out of the sample, the general results of the analysis are 
not altered.

The sources were individually coded for over one hundred different vari-
ables using the qualitative software NVivo8. The flexibility of the software 
made it ideal for such a project. While some data were straightforward to 
code, such as the year of publication or the use of a tribe or county name, 
other variables often involved different words or chains of words. A descrip-
tion of a tribe or individual as greedy, for example, may involve the word 
“greedy,” or it might read “hungry for more,” or “wanting more than they 
need,” or similar wording. NVivo allows the researcher to select or highlight 
words or equivalent phrases and code them to a specific variable. While 
certain words and phrases were identified for each variable at the start of 
coding, others were added as the project went on to accommodate the variety 
of the language used. A subset of articles was coded by a research assistant 
in fall 2012 to verify inter-coder reliability and the accuracy of the original 
measurements.56

The wide range of qualitative, descriptive variables was developed based on 
the common frames, stereotypes, and descriptions of American Indian tribes, 
individuals, and political activities that have been identified in a range of schol-
arship on news media, entertainment, legal and political decisions, and public 
opinion.57 The variables that specifically relate to the facets of rich Indian 
racism were of particular interest for this analysis. The qualitative variables are 
nonexclusive; a single news item might have passages coded for many different 
variables; a single passage may also be coded for more than one variable. A list 
of qualitative variables is presented in table 1.

Gaming
One concern of the research is the factual accuracy of the connections between 
gaming and land claims. In short, is the joint coverage of gaming and land 
claims appropriate? The answer, as is often true, is complex. In the case of 
central New York, it is important to note that the increase in joint coverage of 
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land claims and gaming follows the development of Turning Stone Casino in 
1993. Also, the casino is geographically closest to Syracuse, the home of the 
newspaper under analysis. References to gaming increased again between 2000 
and 2005, when the governor’s office was negotiating with the Native nations, 
both in- and out-of-state, over both land and gaming rights, and a great deal 
of attention was given to the idea of putting aside land claims in exchange for 
the extension of gaming privileges (see fig. 5). Much of the language related 
to this potential trade portrays American Indian nations in New York as 
threatening or greedy, as in this example related to a court decision: “The deci-
sion also dashes any hope by the Cayuga Indian Nation of New York and the 

American Indian 
Nation involved

Negative Associations with American Indian Nation or Claim
Positive Associations 
with Nation or ClaimProblems of Claim or 

Settlement
Negative Description Public Opposition to 

Claim

•	Cayuga
•	Marble Hill Oneidas
•	Mohawk 
•	Mohawk Canada
•	Mohawk Ganienkeh
•	Mohawk Nation 

Council of Chiefs
•	Oneida
•	Oneida Canada
•	Oneida Wisconsin
•	Onondaga
•	Seneca
•	Seneca- Cayuga 

Tribe of Oklahoma
•	Stockbridge Munsee 

(Wisconsin based 
group challenging 
Oneida claims)

•	Costly court case
•	Crime
•	Drug and alcohol 

problems
•	Economic problems
•	General problems
•	General worry
•	Generally unfair
•	Land was abandoned 

by tribe already
•	Legal opposition/ 

invalid legal 
argument
•	Loss of tax revenue
•	Over hunting/

different rules
•	Pollution
•	Social problems (ie

domestic violence)
•	Strain on law

enforcement
•	Traffic/ 

infrastructure
•	Violence caused by

conflict

•	“Rich Indians” who 
have too much 
already
•	Corrupt involvement 

in government/ 
too much lobbying 
influence
•	False identity
•	Greed (or tribe as 

greedy)
•	Holding landowners/

non Indians hostages
•	Illegal activities of

tribes
•	Internal 

disagreement/ 
conflict within the
tribe
•	Invisible/ not a group
•	Land as leverage only

sought to be traded 
for casinos
•	Not a recognized

tribe
•	Primitive/ Primordial 

identity
•	Racist depictions 

(actually uses word
“racist” or “racism”)
•	Threatening or

hostile group

•	Landowners- 
property rights
threatened
•	General protest/

frustration
•	SPECIFIC

GROUPS
•	American Citizens

Alliance
•	American Land 

Rights Coalition
•	Citizens for Equal

Rights
•	Fair Application 

of Cigarette Taxes
Alliance
•	Madison-Oneida

Landowners, Inc
•	Upstate Citizens for

Equality

Positive Description 
of Tribe

•	Brave/ “noble savage”
•	Moral right to land
•	Non-confrontational

Public Support for 
Claim

•	General support
SPECIFIC GROUPS
•	SHARE: 

Strengthening 
Haudenosaunee 
American Relations
through Education

Benefits of Claim or 
Settlement

•	Economic growth
•	Environmental 

stewardship
•	Justice
•	Land connected to 

culture
•	Land was stolen
•	Legally valid claim
•	Religious connection

to land
•	Self-sufficiency

Each article was also coded for additional variables, including the year it was published, the county or 
counties mentioned, whether or not it was an editorial opinion, and whether or not it made explicit 
reference to gaming.

table 1. content analysis list oF variables coded
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Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma of regaining the $247.9 million judgment 
awarded to them in 2001. They had wanted to use that money to muscle 
casino deals with the state.”58

Given the volume of the coverage in the Syracuse paper related to the 
national sample, the local salience likely explains the jump in cross-coverage 
seen in the national analysis during the 2000s. Considering the New York case 
in the context of contemporary events and political issues, media use of gaming 
as a reference point for land claims is somewhat relevant. Still, considering 
that the primary criterion for choosing these articles is their relevance to land 
claims, and not casino bids, language that refers to gaming is frequent. The 
dramatic decline in newspaper coverage after 2005, when the decisions in the 
Supreme Court and circuit court effectively ended the Oneida and Cayuga 
land claims, is also striking. The trend may point to the decline of public atten-
tion to American Indian nations when state or federal government decisions 
appear to oppose Indian claims and there is a reduced perception of threat to 
non-Indian interests and property owners.

Stories and editorials related to opposition to American Indian rights 
continually reference gaming:

School officials join some local government officials in worrying that the Cayugas 
might use the land to expand their gambling operations;59

Ultimately we believe Congress needs to grapple with the issue of Indian sover-
eignty, tribal sovereignty . . . it’s not healthy for the country to encourage the 
proliferation of tiny sovereignties, all of those that can manage it having their own 
casinos [from the representative of an interest group opposed to American Indian 
sovereignty and rights];60

The Oneidas have used profits to buy back thousands of acres, raising questions 
about gaming rights, police powers, sales taxes, property rights, zoning, and the 
environment.61

The frequent connection to gaming is not coincidental, but central. The 
substantive coverage, the language chosen for quotations in articles, opinions 
expressed in editorials, and the choices of the editorial staff all reinforce the 
concept that American Indian claims and politics are best understood in the 
context of gaming.

Concerns about the relationship between gaming and land rights abound. 
Both articles and opinion pieces support the misperception that gaming rights 
are being traded as an apology and settlement for land claims. This confu-
sion was encouraged by former Governor George E. Pataki’s proposal that 
American Indian nations would end their land claims if the nations agreed 
to gaming compacts instead. This also illustrates another key element of rich 
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Indian racism: because of the real or perceived economic advantages of gaming, 
American Indian nations are seen as no longer needing, or deserving, their 
sovereign rights—in this case, rights to a self-governed territory.

Language and Stereotypes
The qualitative analysis seeks to determine the way that American Indian 
nations and their claims are being described. Do negative connotations or 
stereotypes bias coverage? Is there an anti-Indian or anti-land claim slant in how 
claims and American Indian nations are being portrayed? As noted above, each 
of the articles was coded according to a wide range of variables (see table 1). Of 
particular interest for this article are those variables related to characteristics of 
the American Indian nation or of the land claim that fit with rich Indian racist 
stereotypes, such as labeling nations or claims as greedy, inauthentic, or unde-
serving. The articles were all coded for other aspects of negative coverage and 
stereotypes, such as “threatening” or “dangerous.” Positive attributes were also 
measured, such as language referring to “economic development,” “environmental 
protection and stewardship,” or claims based on a “moral right to the land.”

The dozens of single variables related to characteristics of American Indian 
nations and claims (see table 1) were then compiled into larger categories 
of “rich Indian racism,” “threatening characteristics,” “unfair,” and “positive 
characteristics” (see table 2). The characteristics associated with rich Indian 
racism have been explained above. The category related to “threat”—whether 
economic, social, or political—was developed to reflect the large body of schol-
arship on historical and modern trends that portray American Indian nations 
as a threat to the dominance and security of the majority population. While 
clearly negative and associated with the trends of rich Indian racism in some 
ways, nonetheless the category of “threat” remains distinct. Descriptions of 
claims or actions of American Indian nations as “unfair” are identified indepen-
dently. Terms in this category portray land claims, gaming, or other activities as 
unfair for pursuing rights that non-Native Americans cannot pursue. Finally, 
a category of “positive characteristics” was created for those portrayals that are 
supportive of American Indian nations’ rights. While these characterizations 
may still be racist in some ways, the language that was identified by these vari-
ables does support the sovereign rights of American Indian nations.

Two measures of rich Indian racism were included. One measure includes 
references to gaming as a marker, while the other does not. It may be more 
appropriate to consider the measure that excludes gaming, which includes 
those other stereotypes and ideas such as American Indians and nations as 
being “greedy,” “fake,” and the other markers identified above. While the use 
of gaming as a context is central to the theory of rich Indian racism and in 
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perpetuating stereotypes against American Indians, it does not necessarily 
connote the negative images that the other terms and concepts do.

As expected, the data in figure 6 display a much higher volume for 
reporting that includes language on gaming without the other language or 
markers. Still, the volume of language invoking rich Indian racism without 
explicitly mentioning gaming is related to language that does include gaming; 
figure 6 shows an increase at the same time. More attention to gaming is 
accompanied by an increased use of language invoking the various negative 
aspects of rich Indian racism. The two measures are correlated at 51 percent. 
Some of the references to greed are striking, and clearly reflect the stereo-
types associated with rich Indian racism. These particular quotations also 
highlight an issue that will be addressed later in the concluding section of 

table 2. language and coding  
categorized under each umbrella variable

“Rich Indian Racism” “Threatening Characteristics” “Unfair” “Positive Characteristics”

•	“Rich Indians”
•	False Indians
•	Greed/ greedy
•	Not a recognized tribe
•	Racist depictions
•	Trade Land for casinos

•	Gaming

•	Crime
•	Drug and alcohol problems
•	Economic problems
•	Hold landowners hostage
•	Illegal activity
•	Loss of tax revenue
•	Social problems
•	Threatening or hostile group
•	Violence

•	Unfair •	Brave/ “noble savage”
•	Economic growth
•	Environmental stewardship
•	Justice
•	Land connected to culture
•	Legally valid claim
•	Moral right to land
•	Non-confrontational
•	Religious connection to land
•	Self-sufficiency
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Figure 6. Rich Indian racism in newspaper coverage of land claims.
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this article, the use of negative language that comes from Native leaders and 
representatives themselves:

To them (the Seneca-Cayugas), it’s always about the money. . . . We’re not going to 
sell out everything just to get a casino [Cayuga leader, Clint Halftown, referring to 
a competing, out-of-state tribe];62

It is inconceivable that anyone in a decision-making capacity would give casino-
rich tribes millions of dollars while victimizing one-third of the Oneida people by 
refusing to compensate them as a legitimate plaintiff [Bob Antone, a member of 
the Oneida of the Thames in Ontario, Canada, on the Oneida Indian Nation of 
New York’s land claims negotiations].63

The use of rich Indian racism in reporting on land claims takes various 
forms. Along with the variables of rich Indian racism included here, the 
language portraying American Indian nations or claims as “threatening” or 
“unfair” is also significant in understanding public perceptions of tribes. These 
categories tie in to rich Indian racism by portraying American Indian rights 
and claims as un-American, potentially dangerous, and undeserved. In short, 
the use of this language serves to discredit the legitimacy and appropriateness 
of recognizing American Indian sovereignty.

A common stereotype that has endured is the image of American Indians 
as threatening, whether physically, politically, socially, or economically. There 
are both perceptions of unfair or unequal treatment and an ongoing discomfort 
with the concept of group-based rights. Figure 7 below shows the percentage 
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of annual coverage from the Syracuse Post-Standard that contains references to 
threatening characteristics or to claims or actions or rights as unfair.

The use of language involving Indians as “threatening” peaked in 1996, but 
it has been a regular aspect of coverage on claims. Common language used in 
coverage of land claims refers to the idea that claims are holding landowners 
“hostage” by potentially holding up property sales or causing concerns over 
the full legal ownership of property. American Indian individuals and nations 
themselves are portrayed as threatening, whether to the safety, livelihoods, or 
social norms and values of non-Indians. The coverage of American Indian 
nations, individuals, and/or claims can also involve more direct ideas of threat 
and the problems caused (or that will be caused) by a claim. Some examples:

Dorr said one faction of the Cayuga Nation has openly stated that in addition 
to demanding payment of $1 billion, it intends to occupy the entire claim area, 
remove churches and disinter remains from all cemeteries;64

The shooting down of a helicopter last week over the Mohawk encampment in 
Clinton County casts a negative light on all Indians and could harm their chances 
at winning their land claims with the state, a leader from the St. Regis Mohawk 
Reservation said Thursday;65

Last week, the insults reached a new level with threats of execution and suicide 
bombing. In an anonymous letter sent to the Utica Observer-Dispatch, a group 
calling itself the United States National Freedom Fighters laid out a plan to kill one 
Native American every three days, starting on Thanksgiving. The letter said one 
non-Indian seen patronizing the casino or SavOn gas stations would be executed. 
The letter stated bombs would be planted and trucks filled with explosives would 
be driven into the casino.66

Even when Indians are not seen as the perpetrators of violence, as in the 
example immediately above, their political demands—the land claims—are 
clearly implied as the cause of threat or violence. This association with violence 
and threat again carries the potential to shape local perspectives on claims.

The final category of negative coverage is the description of the claim or of 
sovereign rights as “unfair.” American society and political socialization place a 
heavy emphasis on notions of individualism and egalitarianism; according to 
these values all American citizens should have equal opportunities based on 
their own (equal) merit and rights.67 The idea of American Indian sovereignty, 
with a particular group being recognized as holding group-specific rights to 
self-governance only available to members, violates this basic value. Any claims 
to group-specific rights have the potential to raise accusations about “unfair-
ness.”68 The use of language invoking all Indian claims as unfair is not as large 
in volume as the other categories, but it is consistent:
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I’m a firm believer in working hard for what you get and that no group should be 
treated differently under the law . . . He says it isn’t fair the Cayugas are allowed 
an unlimited statute of limitations to bring a claim, a right no one else has. It’s not 
fair, he says, to give the 464-member nation a huge amount of money and land so 
it can establish a reservation that offers the Cayugas exemptions from the laws all 
others must obey [an opponent to the Cayuga claims];69

We should be making a determined effort to try to get everybody assimilated, 
so everybody’s following the same set of rules. As an employer, we’re supposed 
to be color- and gender-blind as far as hiring. But the government that enforces 
the discrimination laws can turn around and say, “It’s OK to put these guys over 
here and set them up in their own little world” [Edward Ide, Jr. a local official in 
Aurelius, New York];70

There is no equality. One cannot compete with one that has no rules, regulations 
nor taxes [an interest group opposed to American Indian sovereignty and rights];71

I ask that the proposed legislation and treaties be rejected because two tax systems 
will never be equal and are inherently unfair [Cayuga County Legislator George 
Fearon].72

A consistent stream of media coverage that invokes images of American 
Indian claims as “threatening” or “unfair” can reinforce the negative images of 
rich Indian racism. These frames disparage American Indian claims and rights 
by arguing that these group-specific rights are un-American, undeserved, and 
even dangerous. In some cases this language may be subtler and harder to 
pinpoint than the key words or themes identified more explicitly as rich Indian 
racism, such as “greed.” For example, much of the “unfairness” frame relates 
to reservation and trust land’s exemptions from state taxes. Several implica-
tions and misperceptions can be found in the common language: American 
Indians do not pay state taxes, so the argument can be (and often is) made 
that therefore they are becoming rich at the expense of the taxpayers and not 
contributing to public goods. This language and argument certainly discredits 
the legitimacy and appropriateness of American Indian claims and ties into 
support for the use of rich Indian racism.

All sources were also coded for language related to positive characteristics 
of American Indian nations and claims. This was done in part to ensure that 
the research was not biased toward finding negative language; if only negative 
language is recorded, there will obviously be no evidence of more favorable 
treatment. This was by far the most wide-ranging category, including language 
that could be seen as supportive of rights to land, gaming, sovereignty, or tribal 
culture and society more broadly. The results, shown in figure 8, confirm an 
overall negative portrayal of American Indian land claims.
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After 2000 the use of positive characteristics in coverage of American 
Indian nations and claims has become somewhat more consistent but there are 
no dramatic changes.

The most striking aspect of the data shown in the figure above is that even 
with such a broad range of language and options, there were very low levels 
of positive coverage. While the percentage per year ranges between zero and 
28 percent, the average over the entire time period is only about 9 percent per 
year. Some examples of language coded as positive coverage are given below.

Any way to drum up some business for this area. This is a depressed area. To 
bring people into the area is a good idea, I think, for tourism or whatever [a local 
resident in support of a potential bingo hall];73

Land was stolen by settlers and later American governments because they made 
deals with “leaders” who had no right to give away what native people lived on, 
what they considered most sacred—their land [a letter to the editor];74

Two films, each of which examines a history-making land claim, will be shown . . . 
as part of a campus-wide celebration of Native American culture and issues . . . 
spiritual ties to land are fundamental to the Indians’ legal battles. For American 
Indians, treaties are not curious artifacts from a bygone era but are living docu-
ments that guarantee land ownership and the use of the land and water.75
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Figure 8. Positive characteristics of tribes or claims referenced in newspaper coverage of land claims.
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discussion and conclusions

The research presented here offers evidence to support the pervasiveness of 
rich Indian racism. Newspaper coverage emphasizes the context of American 
Indian gaming, even when the content is ostensibly about land rights. Further, 
newspaper coverage in the Syracuse paper frequently portrays American Indian 
nations and their claims in a negative way: they are described as being greedy, 
threatening, and seeking unfair rights. In contrast, there is limited coverage 
that includes positive or supportive language. These rich Indian images and 
stereotypes inform public views of Indians and shape state and federal policy. 
If the general public and politicians begin to view American Indian sovereignty 
as something that should be defined by gaming rights, this may have dire 
consequences for the future of federal and state policies towards American 
Indian nations.

The analysis of this coverage does not necessarily imply that the journalists, 
the editorial staff, or the paper’s readers are also racist or derogatory. Further, 
negative language very frequently comes from the quotations being used, rather 
than in journalists’ analysis. The actual source of language is different than if 
it were the explicit opinions of journalists or editors. However, as Wanamaker 
concludes, there is indeed bias (and the potential for biasing readers) in the 
choice of interviewees, quotes, or informants, particularly if this tends to be 
one-sided.76 In the Syracuse Post-Standard, the data certainly indicate a bias in 
privileging views negative toward American Indian nations and their claims, 
although it does not necessarily prove any intent.

Frequently, news outlets tailor their material to make it easier or more 
comfortable for their readers to consume. To do this, they rely in part on 
minimalist understandings and portrayals of American Indian rights and 
claims. The journalists or reporters themselves may also have a limited knowl-
edge of the complex legal and historical right of American Indian nations. 
The research presented here makes no distinction between the dynamics 
of conflated coverage of land claims and gaming that is innocent or simply 
mistaken, nor does it set apart those stories that are making accurate connec-
tions between the two issues.

Language that labels one individual or single action as greedy is also 
different than broad statements about American Indian nations or American 
Indians in general. Oneida leader Ray Halbritter, for example, is often singled 
out for attacks that may be personally motivated, rather than caused by 
anti-Indian sentiment. Despite this, the general public may not differentiate 
between the individual and the group. The very function of stereotypes is to 
generalize and minimize the characteristics of a larger group. The inclusion— 
and the pervasiveness—of this sort of language or quotation, even by or about 
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a specific individual, has the power to shape broader understandings and 
images of American Indians and their claims.

Several questions remain that would be well served by future research. In 
particular, the selection of sources needs to be explored. Negative language 
describing American Indian nations and claims is often taken from language 
offered by American Indian leaders or representatives themselves. There are 
several potential explanations. It could be that information and opinions from 
Native sources are sought to give credibility to coverage. Without knowing 
the universe of the potential sources and opinions available, it is hard to know 
if negative quotations are more common, or if journalists and editors are 
consciously (or even subconsciously) selecting Native sources that confirm the 
stereotype of rich Indian racism. It is indeed possible that sources coming from 
within the group may be viewed as more credible, both by newspaper staff 
and by readers, which may give these negative viewpoints even more power 
in supporting ideas of rich Indian racism. The use of inter- and intragroup 
language that denigrates other groups also points toward the concern that 
American Indian are being pitted against one another as competitors in the 
current federal framework.77

Future grounds for research in this area could involve questions related 
to journalistic and editorial choices in covering American Indian claims. The 
research offered here does not consider what stories, opinions, or ideas have 
been accepted or rejected for publication. Additionally, this work reveals little 
about the choices that journalists make in using the sources that they do, as 
noted above. There are also grounds for studying the many outside factors that 
influence what is published in a newspaper; some of the effects on coverage 
of American Indian issues may be caused by apparently unrelated political or 
business concerns.

The association of all claims with gaming, regardless of intention or even 
accuracy, has meant that the public and political understandings of American 
Indian nations’ rights are centered on gaming. The Indian Gaming Regulatory 
Act and the policy era that has followed have changed the way that many 
American Indian nations seek to exercise their rights to sovereignty. Indian 
gaming has also changed the way that tribes and their claims are understood 
by the general public and politicians, and has also increased the economic 
and legal interaction between tribal and state governments, challenging their 
exercise of sovereignty.78 The research presented here supports the idea that 
rich Indian racism and negative stereotypes have come to dominate media 
coverage of American Indian land claims in central New York. These findings 
raise concerns about the role of the media in serving to support and perpetuate 
negative images of American Indian nations and their claims.
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